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CRS_ID CRS_NUM CRS_TITLE CRDT_HRS INSTRUCTOR DAY TIME CAMPUS

35780 AFAM-3150-R01 CARIBBEAN PEOPLES AND CULTURE (Global Studies/Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Maddox, Tyesha TF 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH
35781 AFAM-3510-R01 IN "AMERICA'S BACKYARD":U.S.-CARIB SOCIAL, POLITICAL, & ECON RELATIONS 1850-1950 (Global Studies) 4.00 Maddox, Tyesha T 02:30PM - 05:15PM RH
36639 AFAM-4650-L01 SOCIAL WELFARE & SOCIETY (EP4/VALUES) 4.00 Gill, Lisa  W 02:30PM - 05:15PM LC

35077 AHMU-1302-L00 AFRO-LATIN MUSIC ENSEMBLE 1.00 Paredes, Jose  TBA TBA LC

35607 AHMU-2257-R01 MODERN LATIN AMERICAN ART (Global Studies) 4.00 Munday, Barbara MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH

22355 ANTH-2619-R01 MAGIC,SCIENCE & RELIGION (Global Studies) 4.00 Yurguis, Katia MR 08:30AM - 09:45AM RH
33202 ANTH-3339-R01 IRISH AND MEXICAN MIGRATION: NEW YORK FOCUS (Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 George, Diane MR 05:30PM - 06:45PM RH
35320 ANTH-3340-C01 ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON RACE AND ETHNICITY 4.00 Gerard-Seif, Huda  R 06:00PM - 08:45 PM LC
32762 ANTH-3351-L01 COMPARATIVE CULTURES 4.00 Gajula, Goutam  MR 08:30AM - 09:45AM LC
10779 ANTH-3351-R01 COMPARATIVE CULTURES (Global Studies/Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Gajula, Goutam TF 08:30AM - 09:45AM RH
10781 ANTH-3351-R02 COMPARATIVE CULTURES (Global Studies / Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Trevithick, Alan MR 08:30AM - 09:45AM RH
32768 ANTH-3355-L01 CULTURE AND ANTICOLONIALISM 4.00 Mendoza Rockwell, Elsa  TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM LC
35410 ANTH-4114-R02 ANTHROPOLOGY OF HEALTH HEALING AND SOCIAL JUSTICE (Interdisciplinary Capstone Core / Global Studies) 4.00 Mesola, Maya MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM RH

36589 COLI-3840-C01 LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE THROUGH FILM 4.00 Ramos, Julio  W 06:00PM - 08:45PM LC

36676 COLI-4018-L01 CUBA: REVOLUTION, LITERATURE AND FILM (ICC) 4.00 Cruz-Malave, Arnaldo  TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM

30285 COMM-3247-L01 RACE CLASS AND GENDER IN MEDIA (Pluralism) 4.00 Schwartz, Margaret  W 11:30AM - 02:15PM LC
34334 COMM-3247-LD1 RACE, CLASS, AND GENDER IN MEDIA 4.00 TBA TBA TBA London 
33866 COMM-3380-L01 INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION 4.00 TBA MW 01:00PM - 02:15PM LC

36651 ECON-3210-L01 ECON OF DEVELOPMENT 4.00 Metzger, Stephen  T,F 04:00PM - 05:15PM LC
15200 ECON-3240-R01 WORLD POVERTY (Global Studies / Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 TBA MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM RH
11025 ECON-3244-R01 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY 4.00 Santangelo, Giacomo TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM RH
15260 ECON-3244-R02 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY 4.00 Santangelo, Giacomo TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH
35700 ECON-3346-E01 INTERNATIONAL TRADE 4.00 Shojai, Siamack  S 01:00PM - 06:00PM RH

36387 ENGL-4236-R01 SEM: LATIN AMERICAN SHORT STORY (Advanced Literature Core) 4.00 Contreras, Daniel TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM RH
36388 ENGL-4236-R02 SEM: LATIN AMERICAN SHORT STORY (Advanced Literature Core) 4.00 Contreras, Daniel TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH

African and African American Studies

Art History and Music

Anthropology

Comparative Literature

Communication and Culture

Economics

An examination of American values and attitudes about poverty, entitlement and dependency and the role of the state, individuals and society in social welfare. Presents an exploration of how experiences such as homelessness, welfare and unemployment are 
conceptualized in American society and how this thinking affects our values over time. Fulfills senior values requirement. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in 
lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

The Afro-Latin Music Ensemble focuses on traditional and popular music mainly from Ecuador and Colombia as well as popular Afro-Latin rhythms from across Latin America and the Caribbean. The music includes a variety of instruments such as hand drums, bass 
drums, shakers, guitar, and the marimba - all of which accompanies call-and-response singing. As Afro-Caribbean music is pervasive throughout the region and incorporated into traditional styles as well, students will also learn the fundamentals of various Latin 
American instrumental techniques. The ensemble focuses on participatory music, so beginners are encouraged to join and play, while experienced musicians will still be able to advance their own techniques. 

Major topics of Latin American cultural criticism through an examination of Latin American and Latino film production, with a special emphasis on the documentary as an alternative to mainstream cinema and television. Latin American media theories and cultural 
criticism. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

This interdisciplinary capstone course will study the representation of the Cuban revolutionary process in literature, history, and film. It will explore some of the major topics on the Cuban revolutionary process from the vantage point of historical, literary and cinematic 
accounts: the relationship of intellectuals to the state, the revision of the past as antecedent to the Cuban revolution and its policies, the place of race, gender and sexuality in revolutionary culture, the Mariel exodus and the revolution’s relationship to Cuban diasporic 
communities, the critique of revolutionary rhetoric during the post-Soviet “special period” and issues related to consumption, gender, sexuality, race, urban development and subjectivity during the current period of economic and cultural transition from socialism. It will 
use an interdisciplinary historical, literary and cinematic approach to examine the Cuban revolutionary process and will offer as a complement to the course an optional Spring Study-Tour of Havana. Conducted in English with texts in Spanish and English translation. 
Coursework in Spanish for credit toward the Spanish major and minor. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

English

Writings by Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Julio Cortazar, Carlos Fuentes and Mario Vargas Llosa (to name just a few) are some of the treasures of world literature. This course will focus on the short story and novella forms in order to explore as fully as possible the full 
range of Latin American and Latino literature. Literary geographies will include Mexico, the Caribbean, Central & South America, with special sections on Cuba, Argentina, Chile and Brazil. All readings will be in English. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes 
per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction. R01: PREREQ: ENGL2000 OR CLAS2000 OR COLI2000 OR HPLC1201 OR HPRH1001 OR HPRH1051 OR HPRH2051 
OR HPRH2001 OR MLAL2000; R02: PREREQ: ENGL1102 OR ENGL1002 OR ENGL1004 OR ENGL2000 OR CLAS2000 OR COLI2000 OR HPLC1201 OR HPRH1001 OR HPRH1051 OR HPRH2051 OR HPRH2001 OR MLAL2000

This course looks at two great shaping forces of modern Latin American Art: nationalism, which called on visual art to both create a national identity and to reflect it; and modernism, an aesthetic movement that insisted on artistic autonomy. In more recent years, the 
political integrity of Latin American nations has been challenged by oppressive governments and imperialism, leading artists to seek new ways of expressing ideas and identity within and beyond the national sphere. We will also be seizing the many opportunities that 
New York offers to see Latin American art first hand at sites that include El Museo del Barrio, Sotheby's, and the Cecilia de Torres Gallery, as well as among Latin American immigrant communities in the Bronx.



CRS_ID CRS_NUM CRS_TITLE CRDT_HRS INSTRUCTOR DAY TIME CAMPUS
36597 HIST-1400-L01 UNDRSTND HIST CHNGE: LATIN AM (Global Studies) 3.00 Miki, Yuko  MW 11:30AM - 12:45PM LC
35381 HIST-1400-R01 UNDERSTND HIST CHNGE: LATIN AMERICA (Global Studies/Eloquentia Perfecta 1) 3.00 Penry, Sarah MR 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH
32296 HIST-1400-R02 UNDRSTND HIST CHNGE: LATIN AMERICA (Global Studies/Eloquentia Perfecta 1) 3.00 Penry, Sarah MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

35393 HIST-3806-R01 US IMMIGRATION AND ETHNICITY (Pluralism / Advanced History Core) 4.00 Soyer, Daniel MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM RH
35397 HIST-3968-R01 MEXICO (Global Studies/Advanced History Core) 4.00 Acosta, Salvador MR 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH

35552 HIST-3991-L01 THE AMERICAN INDIAN 4.00 Stoll, Steven  MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM LC
35400 HIST-4510-R01 CONQUEST, CONVERSION, CONSCIENCE (Eloquentia Perfecta 4/Global Studies/ Values Seminar) 4.00 Penry, Sarah MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH

36624 HIST-4760-R01 SEMINAR: IMMIGRATION TO THE U.S.(Advanced HIST Core) 4.00 Acosta, Salvador  MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

32808 INST-3859-L01 POST-1945: A GLOBAL HIST 4.00 Marme', Michael  TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM LC

33729 LALS-3007-R01 SPANISH LINGUISTICS (Advanced Social Science Core/ Taught in Spanish) 4.00 TBA TBA TBA RH
32631 LALS-3275-R01 HYBRID FUTURES A PANORAMA OF MEXICAN SCIENCE FICTION (Advanced Lit Core/Taught in Spanish) 4.00 TBA TBA TBA RH
36588 LALS-3840-C01 LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE THROUGH FILM 4.00 Ramos, Julio  W 06:00PM - 08:45PM LC

27037 LALS-4100-R01 SPEAKING FOR/AS THE OTHER ( Values Seminar /EP4 / Taught in English with course work in Spanish ) 4.00 Mendez-Clark, Ronald TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

35133 LALS-4620-R01 OSCAR ROMERO: FAITH AND POLITICS IN EL SALVADOR (Global Studies) 4.00 Lee, Michael TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM RH

36520 PHIL-3713-R01 HUMAN RIGHTS AND GLOBAL JUSTICE 4.00 Davenport, John MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH
36525 PHIL-4436-R01 RETHINKING CITIZENSHIP (Values Seminar) 4.00 Jampol-Petzinger TR 05:30PM - 06:45PM RH

35402 POSC-3326-R01 LATINO POLITICS (Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Cuevas-Molina,Ivelisse TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH
32780 POSC-3610-L01 POLITICAL ECONOMY OF DEVELOPMENT 4.00 Berger, Susan  TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM LC

32781 POSC-3645-L01 POLITICS OF IMMIGRATION 4.00 Berger, Susan  TF 10:00AM - 11:15AM LC

19897 POSC-3915-L01 INTERNATIONAL POL ECON (Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Lockhart, Sarah  MW 11:30AM - 12:45PM LC
11121 POSC-3915-R01 International Pol Econ (Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Bastiaens, Idalia TF 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH
32272 POSC-3915-R02 INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY (Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Bastiaens, Idalia TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH
33740 POSC-4037-R01 SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND REVOLUTIONS(Interdisciplinary Capstone Core) 4.00 Nikolayenko, Olena MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

The course examines the politics of contemporary immigration. Topics include the construction of citizen and alien, the (re)negotiation of immigrant sexuality and sexual identity, the racialization of naturalization, the family and immigration law, the formation of social 
movements around immigrant rights, and a comparative analysis of immigration policies in the U.S. and those in Europe. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu 
of an additional hour of formal instruction.

The course covers the history of Mexico from pre-Columbian times to the present. It underscores major events (such as the Spanish conquest, independence, and the revolution) and long historical periods like the colonial era, the turbulent 1800s, nation-building in the 
1900s, and U.S.-Mexico relations. It further seeks to explain how the colonial legacy, race, the state, and migrations have shaped Mexican culture and identity Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per 
week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

The Spanish conquest of the New World and the forced conversion of its indigenous peoples were justified as rescuing indigenous peoples from the tyranny of their own sinfulness of cannibalism and bestiality. However, those same policies of conquest and conversion 
were also subject to intense scrutiny on moral and ethical grounds by Spaniards. In this course we will closely examine a series of case studies and the philosophical and ethical debates they gave rise to. To understand the echoes of such debates and moral claims in the 
contemporary world we will look at recent debates over the doctrine of just war and cultural/religious practices of indigenous people today. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of 
the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

International Studies

History

This course will investigate the life and ministry of Oscar Romero of El Salvador. Coming to office in a period of socio-political and religious upheaval, Romero functions as a lens through which students can explore important themes including: the nature and impact of 
liberation theology, the effects of US Cold War foreign policy, power in the Catholic Church and numerous issues involving the relationship between religion and politics. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class 
preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction. PREREQ: THEO1000 OR THEO1001 OR THEO1006 OR THEO1010 OR THEO1007 OR THEO1008 OR THEO1009 OR HPLC1401

This course examines important development in American immigration. It focuses on major migratory waves and on the reception immigrants have received. Coverage includes Chinese, Irish, Italian, Jewish and Mexican immigrants, among other possibilities. Four-
credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

Major topics of Latin American cultural criticism through an examination of Latin American and Latino film production, with a special emphasis on the documentary as an alternative to mainstream cinema and television. Latin American media theories and cultural 
criticism. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

What are the implications of giving voice to those who are "voiceless"? This course explores the role of writing and speaking during the encounter of black, Indian, mestizo and Hispanic cultures in Latin America and Latina/o United States. By examining these cultural 
encounters, the course examines the political and ethical implications of speaking for and as the other Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional 
hour of formal instruction.

This course provides an introduction to the politics and comparative study of international development, both human and economic. A central question will help organize the course: why have some countries developed successfully, while others have not? Whereas much 
of Western Europe, North America and East Asia have experienced economic development, much of Africa has not. Latin America, Eastern Europe and Eurasia are hybrids, with both pockets of success and failure. While defining what success or failure may mean in 
light of globalization, our collective focus will be on how best to understand such differences Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of 
formal instruction.

Latin American and Latino Studies

Political Science

Philosophy

Introduction to the nature and methods of historical study and the examination of specific topics essential for understanding the history of Latin America from the ancient civilizations until the present.



CRS_ID CRS_NUM CRS_TITLE CRDT_HRS INSTRUCTOR DAY TIME CAMPUS
10007 PSYC-3600-L01 MULTICULTURAL ISSUES (ADVANCED SOCIAL SCIENCE CORE, PLURALISM) 4.00 TBA TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM LC
11187 PSYC-3600-R01 MULTICULTURAL ISSUES (Pluralism / Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 TBA TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM RH
29645 PSYC-3600-R02 MULTICULTURAL ISSUES (Advanced Social Science Core / Pluralism) 4.00 TBA MR 08:30AM - 09:45AM RH

36382 SOCI-3070-R01 THE CITY AND ITS NEIGHBORHOODS(Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Markey, Eileen TF 08:30AM - 09:45AM RH
33914 SOCI-3405-L01 GENDER, RACE, AND CLASS 4.00 Biskup, Maria  TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM LC
11055 SOCI-3405-R01 GENDER, RACE, CLASS (Pluralism / Advanced Social Science Core) 4.00 Valle, Maria TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH
35415 SOCI-3418-R01 CONTEMPORARY IMMIGRATION IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE (Pluralism) 4.00 Gilbertson, Greta MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

35572 SOCI-3427-L01 HISPANICS/LATINOS IN THE USA 4.00 Rodriguez, Clara  MW 11:30AM - 12:45PM LC

36637 SOCI-4408-L01 DIVERSITY IN AMERICAN SOCIETY (ICC) 4.00 Rodriguez, Clara  MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM LC

35753 SOCI-4970-E01 COMMUNITY SERVICE/SOCIAL ACTION 4.00 Carney, Martin  T 06:30PM - 09:15PM RH
35417 SOCI-4970-R01 COMM SERVICE/SOC ACTION (Values Seminar/Eloquentia Perfecta 4) 4.00 Jost, Gregory MR 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH
32587 SOCI-4990-R01 CONFLICT RESOLUTION & JUSTICE CREATION (ICC) 4.00 Rodriguez, Orlando MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM RH

11439 SPAN-2001-L01 SPAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 3.00 Vich, Cynthia  MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM LC
11440 SPAN-2001-L02 SPAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 3.00 Cruz-Malave, Arnaldo  TF 10:00AM - 11:15AM LC
19862 SPAN-2001-L03 SPAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 3.00 Vich, Cynthia  MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM LC
17309 SPAN-2001-L04 SPAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 3.00 Cruz-Malave, Arnaldo  TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM LC
11237 SPAN-2001-R01 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 Fischer, Carl TF 08:30AM - 09:45AM RH
11238 SPAN-2001-R02 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 Romero, Patricia TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH
11240 SPAN-2001-R04 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 Fischer, Carl TF 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH
11241 SPAN-2001-R05 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 TBA MR 05:30PM - 06:45PM RH
22124 SPAN-2001-R06 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 TBA MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH
11243 SPAN-2001-R07 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 TBA MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH
19818 SPAN-2001-R08 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 TBA MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM RH
29382 SPAN-2001-R10 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 TBA TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM RH
30997 SPAN-2001-R11 SPANISH LANG & LITERATURE 3.00 TBA MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH

24763 SPAN-2301-R01 ADVANCED FOR SPANISH SPEAKERS 3.00 Garcia, Miguel TF 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH

27617 SPAN-2305-L01 SPAN CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION 4.00 Sanz Alvarez, Arancha  MW 11:30AM - 12:45PM LC
23274 SPAN-2305-R01 SPANISH CONVERSATION & COMP 4.00 Marun, Gioconda MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM RH

11245 SPAN-2500-R01 APPROACHES TO LITERATURE (Advanced Literature Core/ Taught in Spanish) 4.00 Jimenez-Belmonte, Javier MR 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH
19521 SPAN-2500-R02 APPROACHES TO LITERATURE (Advanced Literature Core/ Taught in Spanish) 4.00 Jimenez-Belmonte, Javier MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH

Intensive practice of the spoken and written language with emphasis on proper use of idioms and buildings of vocabulary based on topics of interest and relevance. A basic course for prospective majors and minors, not open to Spanish native speakers. Four-credit 
courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

A basic course in Spanish literature. Close readings in the major forms, prose fiction, poetry and drama, and an introduction to the varieties of critical strategies for reading them. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of 
class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

An advanced review of grammar for students with bilingual experiences in English and Spanish. Study of selected literary texts. Textural analysis, continued development of written and oral skills.

Over the past decades, immigration has again transformed the United States. It is also producing significant changes in other countries, from the European nations that used to send their citizens to the United States more than a century ago, to oil-rich Middle Eastern 
states and developing nations. This class explores multiple questions related to immigration: Why do people migrate across international borders? Can states control migration, especially "unwanted" migrants? We examine the policies that let some people in, while 
keeping others out and then consider incorporation, the process by which foreign "outsiders" become integrated in their new home. Are immigrants and their children becoming part of the U.S. mainstream? What is the mainstream? The arrival of newcomers also affects 
the cultural, economic, political and social dynamics of the countries and communities that receive them. How do sociologists evaluate and theorize immigrant integration? Finally, the course looks at topical debates around membership, including citizenship. The large-
scale movement of people raises questions about belonging, nationality, and social cohesion. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of 
formal instruction.

Explores the Hispanic mosaic in the U.S. Special emphasis is given to Hispanic education, culture and assimilation; the political significance of Hispanics; issues of gender, color and race; and work and the changing economy. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 
minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

An examination of historical and contemporary diversity in the United States. Diversity is defined according to ethnicity, race, religion, class, and other relevant social groups. A comparison of the situation of old and new ethnic and immigrant groups will be made with 
special attention to factors affecting integration into the society. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

This course examines the psychological, social, and philosophical foundations of peacemaking and conflict resolution drawing on theories and experience from sociology and philosophy, and to some extent theology. The course will include experiential exposure to 
workshops on conflict resolution and non-violent social action techniques, drawn from social justice organizations. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an 
additional hour of formal instruction.

Study of selected literary texts and review of pertinent grammatical structures, textual analysis, composition, and conversation. Conducted in Spanish.

Psychology

Sociology

Spanish



CRS_ID CRS_NUM CRS_TITLE CRDT_HRS INSTRUCTOR DAY TIME CAMPUS
35456 SPAN-2650-L01 BUSINESS SPAN 4.00 Lomas-Sampedro, Esther  TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM LC
29628 SPAN-3002-R01 LATIN AMERICA: LITERATURE/CULTURE SURVEY (Advanced Lit Core / Global Studies/ Taught in Spanish) 4.00 Garcia, Miguel TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

35473 SPAN-3005-R01 THEMES IN LATINA/O AND LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES (Advanced Literature Core) 4.00 Lehman, Sara TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM RH

35474 SPAN-3210-R01 TRANSATLANTIC PICARESQUE (Advanced Literature Core) 4.00 Lehman, Sara TF 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH

36262 SPAN-3561-R01 REPRESENTING THE GYPSY (Advanced Literature Core) 4.00 Jimenez-Belmonte, Javier MR 10:00AM - 11:15AM RH

35475 SPAN-3770-R01 CULTURES OF MEMORY AND POSTMEMORY IN CONTEMPORARY CHILE (Advanced Literature Core, STUDY ABROAD) 4.00 Fischer, Carl TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

35476 SPAN-3809-R01 ARGENTINE LITERATURE AND FILM (Advanced Literature Core) 4.00 Marun, Gioconda MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH

35457 SPAN-3850-L01 NARRATING THE CITY 4.00 Vich, Cynthia  M,R 10:00AM - 11:15AM LC

36677 SPAN-4018-L01 CUBA: REVOLUTION, LITERATURE AND FILM (ICC) 4.00 Cruz-Malave, Arnaldo  TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM LC

27053 SPAN-4100-R01 SPEAKING FOR/AS THE OTHER ( Values Seminar /EP4 / Taught in English with course work in Spanish ) 4.00 Mendez-Clark, Ronald TF 11:30AM - 12:45PM RH

35426 THEO-3610-R01 CHRIST IN WORLD CULTURES (Global Studies  / Sacred Texts & Tradition) 3.00 TBA MR 02:30PM - 03:45PM RH
35427 THEO-3610-R02 CHRIST IN WORLD CULTURES (Global Studies  / Sacred Texts & Tradition) 3.00 TBA MR 04:00PM - 05:15PM RH
32665 THEO-4620-R01 OSCAR ROMERO: FAITH & POLITICS IN EL SALVADOR (Global Studies) 4.00 Lee, Michael TF 01:00PM - 02:15PM RH

This course will explore the representation of the gypse in spanish literature and culture from the late Middle Ages to the present. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the 
student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

This course will explore artifacts and movements of cultural memory -- literature, criticism, film, photography, and other media -- that illuminate efforts in Chile to come to terms with the country’s recent dictatorial past. We will also discuss these artifacts in light of the 
idea of “postmemory”: how affiliations to, and representations of, this past are (re)constructed in the present and projected into the future. The course will meet once a week during the semester, and include a week-long trip to Santiago, Chile over spring break. Four-
credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

The course will examine in Argentina the fruitful dialogue between literature and film. Analysis of the writers who incorporated into their writing procedures derived from film and created new models of representing reality. Among the authors to be explored are: 
Manuel Puig, Jorge Luis Borges, Julio Cortatzar, Adolfo Bioy Casares, Eduardo Sacheri, Guillermo Martinez. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an 
additional hour of formal instruction.

As a result of massive internal migration, Latin America is now a predominantly urban space. This course explores the various ways in which the city has been imagined in contemporary Latin American film and literature. Analyzing works from a variety of countries and 
cultural traditions, we will discuss how literary and filmic fiction depict how individuals interact with different configurations of urban space, and how these interactions reproduce or challenge established structures of power. 

What are the implications of giving voice to those who are "voiceless"? This course explores the role of writing and speaking during the encounter of black, Indian, mestizo and Hispanic cultures in Latin America and Latina/o United States. By examining these cultural 
encounters, the course examines the political and ethical implications of speaking for and as the other. Conducted in English with texts in Spanish and English translation. Coursework in Spanish for credit toward the Spanish major and minor. Four-credit courses that 
meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

This course will investigate the life and ministry of Oscar Romero of El Salvador. Coming to office in a period of socio-political and religious upheaval, Romero functions as a lens through which students can explore important themes including: the nature and impact of 
liberation theology, the effects of US Cold War foreign policy, power in the Catholic Church and numerous issues involving the relationship between religion and politics. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class 
preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

Theology

This interdisciplinary capstone course will study the representation of the Cuban revolutionary process in literature, history, and film. It will explore some of the major topics on the Cuban revolutionary process from the vantage point of historical, literary and cinematic 
accounts: the relationship of intellectuals to the state, the revision of the past as antecedent to the Cuban revolution and its policies, the place of race, gender and sexuality in revolutionary culture, the Mariel exodus and the revolution’s relationship to Cuban diasporic 
communities, the critique of revolutionary rhetoric during the post-Soviet “special period” and issues related to consumption, gender, sexuality, race, urban development and subjectivity during the current period of economic and cultural transition from socialism. It will 
use an interdisciplinary historical, literary and cinematic approach to examine the Cuban revolutionary process and will offer as a complement to the course an optional Spring Study-Tour of Havana. Conducted in English with texts in Spanish and English translation. 
Coursework in Spanish for credit toward the Spanish major and minor. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

(May be applied to other groups depending on topic offered) The study of Spanish-American society through its cultural expressions: literature, art, music, film, and print journalism. To focus, in a given semester, on topics such as: "Literature and Art in Colonial 
Spanish America," "Literature and Film in Contemporary Spanish America," "Revolution in Spanish American Literature and Art," "Civilization and Barbarism," "National Identity, Race, and Gender in Spanish America," "Dictatorship and Resistance in Spanish 
America," and others. Taught in Spanish. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

This course allows students to explore ways to synthesize key topics in Latin American and Latina/o Studies (LALS) as an interdisciplinary field of study. It will compare the distinct approaches to these topics of the different disciplines represented by the LALS faculty 
(including History, Literature, Film Studies, Theology, Art History, Sociology, and Anthropology). Conducted in English. Coursework in Spanish for credit toward the Spanish major and minor. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three 
additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

Exploration of the origins of this uniquely entertaining genre, its most exemplary manifestation in Spain, and its transatlantic resource in the New World. Texts include Lazarillo de Tormes, El Buscon, De Don Catrin de La Fachenda, El Lazarillo de Ciegos Caminantes, 
and others. Four-credit courses that meet for 150 minutes per week require three additional hours of class preparation per week on the part of the student in lieu of an additional hour of formal instruction.

Spanish
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